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Introduction 

Airlines practice price discrimination. Price discrimination involves charging different 

prices to different customers for the same good.
1
 This phenomenon occurs everyday. Senior 

citizens pay less for a movie ticket at the theater, supermarkets give discounts to customer who 

are willing to purchase in bulk, and nightclubs feature “ladies’ night” which offer waived cover 

charge and free or discounted drinks to women. Airlines practice price discrimination by 

differentiating their fares into “booking classes” where each booking class has different rules and 

restrictions for the passenger. In practice, a cheap ticket likely sorts the customer into a highly 

restrictive booking class, where he cannot refund the ticket or change the date. If the customer 

needs those features, he can seek to purchase a fare that places him in a more flexible booking 

class, but pays a premium for that flexibility.
2
 Airlines also practice price discrimination based 

on the markets that they provide service. Markets with little to no competition allow the airlines 

in that market to name their own price to customers, while markets with heavy competition pit 

airlines against each other to provide a competitive fare to customers.
3
 In either case, airlines set 

the maximum price that they believe the customer is willing to pay in order to maximize profits.
4
 

In order for airlines to maximize profits, they vary fares based on the supply and demand 

for travel in each market (i.e. a specific origin and destination) for passengers with varying travel 

objectives.
5
 Since airlines have many fixed costs, such as multiyear pilot contracts and the cost 

of the aircraft, airlines seek to maximize their profits from each passenger.
6
 For example, a 

business traveler who purchases a fare on short notice and retains the flexibility to change or 

                                                        
1 Hal R. Varian, Intermediate Microeconomics: A Modern Approach 467 (8th ed. 2009). 
2 Id. 
3 Id. 
4 Id. 
5 U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, REP. No. GAO-01-831, Aviation Competition: Restricting Airline Ticketing 

Rules Unlikely to Help Consumers 4-5 (2001) [hereinafter GAO]. 
6 Id. at 18. 
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cancel his ticket without a penalty will pay more than a leisure traveler who purchases a 

nonrefundable fare months in advance.
7
 Leisure travelers with firm travel plans who do not need 

the flexibility of business travelers can purchase lower fares with restrictions, such as those with 

a “Saturday night stay” requirement, minimum stay requirement, or flying on red-eye flights.
8 

When setting prices for travel between two markets, a key factor that airlines consider is 

whether other airlines offer a similar “product”. If there are multiple airlines flying the same 

route, airlines must offer a competitive price or they would lose business to an airline that offers 

a similar service at a lower price. On the other hand, when a flight between two markets has little 

to no competition, airlines can charge more for travel between these cities since customers would 

have no viable alternative. By determining the level of competition, an airline can appropriately 

price its fares so as to quote a competitive price to customers while maximizing profits. As a 

result, fares tend to be lower on routes where there is heavy competition. Conversely, fares tend 

to be higher in markets where competition is limited, and such fares may be significantly higher 

if the origin or the destination is the carriers’ hub.
9
  

Airline hubs are airports where one or two airlines have a strong presence. For example, 

Dallas Fort-Worth airport is an American Airlines hub. American Airlines accounts for 85% of 

all traffic out of the Dallas Fort-Worth airport. American Airlines operates more gates, flies to 

more destinations, and flies to high-demand destinations more frequently than any other airline at 

this airport. The same is true in Miami. American Airlines operates a hub at the Miami 

International Airport which account for 72% of all traffic out of that airport. Naturally, American 

Airlines is in a better position than other airlines to operate direct flights between Dallas and 

Miami. As of May, 2015, there are 11 daily flights from Dallas to Miami, and they are all 

                                                        
7 Id. at 5. 
8 Id. at 13. 
9 Id. at 14. 
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operated by American Airlines. American Airlines’ overwhelming presence at these airports 

stifles competition on the Dallas-Miami route, allowing American Airlines to charge a heavy 

premium to passengers who wish to fly on a direct flight. 

What is hidden-city ticketing? 

 Hidden-city ticketing is the practice of purchasing a ticket to a city beyond the actual 

destination and getting off the aircraft at the layover city. This can make economic sense for 

customers because airlines charge different fares based on supply and demand for travel between 

the departure and destination markets, not the total distance flown between them. This price 

discrimination leads to scenarios where purchasing airfare beyond the actual destination can be 

cheaper than purchasing airfare only to the intended destination.  

Hidden-city ticketing opportunities are possible because of airlines’ hub-and-spoke 

model.
10

 Airlines operate “hub” airports as a transfer point for passengers who are traveling 

between two “spoke” airports that do not operate a direct flight. As explained above, hub airports 

are often dominated by one or two airlines that operate heavily out of that market (e.g., United 

Airlines at San Francisco International Airport, American Airlines at Dallas/Fort Worth 

International Airport).
11

  

Since airlines set fares based on the market and the type of passenger, hidden-city 

ticketing opportunities arise when greater competition exists for travel between spoke airports 

than on routes to and from hub airports, and where airfares in those markets reflect such 

competition.
12

 As a result, passengers whose real destination is the hub airport may be able to 

                                                        
10 Airlines to Public: Please Ignore this Blog Post, THE ECONOMIST BLOG (Jan. 12, 2015, 5:37 PM), 

http://www.economist.com/blogs/gulliver/2015/01/hidden-city-ticketing. 
11 See generally, United announces new routes from SFO and LAX hubs, UNITED HUB (Oct. 9, 2013, 9:00 AM), 
https://hub.united.com/en-us/news/company-operations/pages/new-sfo-and-lax-routes-on-united.aspx; 
Travel the world from Dallas/Fort Worth, WWW.AA.COM, 
http://www.aa.com/i18n/urls/dfw.jsp?anchorLocation=DirectURL&title=dfw (last visited April 25, 2015). 
12 GAO, supra at 6. 
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save money by purchasing a ticket with a lower fare to a spoke airport but deplaning at the hub 

airport. For example, because of the differences in airfares for nonstop travel between Chicago 

and Houston and for travel from Chicago to Houston via a layover in Cincinnati, a possible 

hidden-city opportunity existed for travel to Cincinnati. The fares for nonstop travel between 

Chicago and Houston were approximately $162.50.
13

 Three other airlines offered flights to 

Houston connecting in cities such as Cincinnati, Dallas, Boston, Phoenix, and St. Louis.
14 

To 

compete with direct flight prices, the fare from Chicago to Houston on an airline that connected 

in Cincinnati was $91.60.
15

 In comparison, direct travel from Chicago to Cincinnati was 

$353.10.
16

 Because of the fares and services other competing airlines offered between Chicago 

and Houston, a hidden-city ticketing opportunity existed for travelers between Chicago and 

Cincinnati that allowed passengers to save $261.50 by purchasing tickets to Houston but 

deplaning in Cincinnati.  

Enter Skiplagged.com 

In the past, passengers who wished to take advantage of hidden-city ticketing had to 

research airlines’ fares between certain markets to uncover opportunities. Skiplagged.com 

(“Skiplagged”) makes this unnecessary. Skiplagged provides an online flight search engine that 

lays out possible hidden-city ticketing opportunities in a digestible user interface. Considering 

the example above, most Online Travel Agencies (“OTA’s”) such as Orbitz or Priceline will 

only show the cost of flights from Chicago to Cincinnati, with possible layovers in between. In 

this case, all leading OTA’s showed that the cheapest fare from Chicago to Cincinnati was 

                                                        
13 See Matrix Airfare Search, https://matrix.itasoftware.com (fare search conducted on March 12, 2015 for 
travel on April 16, 2015). 
14 Id. 
15 Id. 
16 Id. 
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$353.10.
17

 Skiplagged not only showed these “legitimate” fares but also showed hidden-city 

fares (e.g., flights from Chicago to another destination city with a layover in Cincinnati).
18

  

When a customer attempts to taken advantage of a hidden-city fare on Skiplagged.com, 

the website redirects the user to a separate website where he can purchase the flight. Since 

Skiplagged is not a true OTA, customers cannot book tickets on the site. Skiplagged only shows 

the cheapest fares between two city pairs, whether they are hidden-city fares or legitimate fares. 

When an itinerary involves hidden-ticketing, Skiplagged warns its readers to use carry-on bags 

only, since passengers cannot reclaim baggage at the layover city. Further, Skiplagged warns 

hidden-city ticketers to expect changes to their itinerary during irregular operations. Considering 

the previous hidden-city example, airlines facing inclement weather in Cincinnati may cancel the 

segment to Cincinnati and rebook their passengers through another layover city, or even book 

them on a direct flight. 

What other types of strategies exist for circumventing airfare price discrimination? 

 Skiplagged is just one example of circumventing airfare price discrimination. Even prior 

to Skiplagged’s inception, hidden-city ticketing was already a well-known “trick” in small online 

communities such as FlyerTalk and MilePoint.
19

 Commercial aviation enthusiasts gathered on 

these message boards to share cheap fares, discuss strategies for minimizing the cost of travel, 

and discuss issues related to frequent flyer programs.  

Out of the thousands of unique discussions on these message boards, many are geared 

toward reducing the cost of travel. The evolution of a “trick” usually undergoes the following 

                                                        
17 The term “leading OTA’s” refers to the following online travel agencies: Priceline, Orbitz, Expedia, Kayak, 
and Travelocity. 
18 The paper conducted a search for flights from Chicago to Cincinnati on Skiplagged.com for travel on April 
16, 2015. The search took place on 3:40 PM on March 12, 2015. 
19 E.g., Consolidated "Hidden City Ticketing Questions", WWW.FLYERTALK.COM (May 18, 2012 6:45 AM), 
http://www.flyertalk.com/forum/united-airlines-mileageplus/1347550-consolidated-hidden-city-ticketing-
questions.html. 
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stages: 1) The discussion begins with a unique idea from a forum contributor who posts a 

possible trick to reduce airfare; 2) other readers contributes data points by putting the idea into 

practice, or discourage further experimentation by sharing experiences of their failure; 3) once 

the trick is confirmed to be viable, “wiki guides” are usually created after 1-2 months to provide 

new readers with a condensed report of the trick and its limitations, rules, and the possible 

repercussions resulting from its abuse; 4) if the trick remains viable, readers will continue to 

provide feedback and tips and the “wiki guide” will be edited to provide new readers with a best 

practices guide for the trick.
20

 

Three popular tricks exist that demonstrate these online communities’ best discoveries for 

circumventing airfare price discrimination: 1) the Avianca trick routing; 2) fuel dumping; and 3) 

manufactured spending.
21

 The Avianca trick involves leveraging the miscategorized zones in the 

LifeMiles frequent flyer program.
22

 Fuel dumping exploits a software glitch to reduce the fuel 

surcharge component of a fare. And lastly, manufactured spending is the process of purchasing 

cash equivalents with a mileage earning rewards card to earn frequent flyer miles at a steep 

discount. 

                                                        
20 See generally VISA Buxx, WWW.FLYERTALK.COM (Sept. 23, 2003 12:48 AM), 
http://www.flyertalk.com/forum/manufactured-spending/267256-visa-buxx.html (a forum discussion about 
the “Buxx reloadable card” with 12 years of member-submitted data)(last visited April 25, 2015); but see 
Trick it / negotiate it / special savings lounge thread, WWW.FLYERTALK.COM (Oct. 21, 2008 8:06 AM), 
http://www.flyertalk.com/forum/mileage-run-discussion/930922-trick-negotiate-special-savings-lounge-
thread.html (a forum thread where members refuse to create a wiki due to the fragile nature of the trick 
under discussion. The wiki warns readers that the content is decidedly cryptic.)(last visited April 25, 2015).  
21 See LM F and J routes (and the occasional trick-it) Rebooted v2.0, WWW.FLYERTALK.COM (May 26, 2014 8:47 
AM), http://www.flyertalk.com/forum/avianca-taca-lifemiles/1580174-lm-f-j-routes-occasional-trick-
rebooted-v2-0-a-119.html (last visited April 25, 2015); Trick it / negotiate it / special savings lounge thread, 
WWW.FLYERTALK.COM (Oct. 21, 2008 8:06 AM), http://www.flyertalk.com/forum/mileage-run-
discussion/930922-trick-negotiate-special-savings-lounge-thread.html (last visited April 25, 2015); 
Manufactured Spending, WWW.FLYERTALK.COM, http://www.flyertalk.com/forum/manufactured-spending-719 
(last visited April 25, 2015).  
22 See LM F and J routes (and the occasional trick-it) Rebooted v2.0, WWW.FLYERTALK.COM (May 26, 2014 8:47 
AM), http://www.flyertalk.com/forum/avianca-taca-lifemiles/1580174-lm-f-j-routes-occasional-trick-
rebooted-v2-0-a-119.html (last visited April 25, 2015). 
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These three methods circumvent airline price discrimination either by discounting the 

cost of airfare directly or normalizing the price through frequent flyer programs. Fuel dumping 

cuts the cost of a ticket by whittling down the fuel surcharge component of an international fare. 

This method allows cheap international travel regardless of the origin or destination as long as 

the “dumped” fare is comprised of a low base fare and a high fuel surcharge. Frequent flyer 

programs can be powerful tools for circumventing price discrimination because of their 

redemption mechanisms. Normal ticket prices vary widely based on the city of origin and 

destination, but award tickets issued through frequent flyer programs are priced based on the 

zone of origin and departure. Airlines assign zones to large areas of land, usually continents, and 

assign fixed prices for travel within that zone or for travel to other zones. For example, the 

mainland United States, Alaska, and Canada comprise a zone under the United MileagePlus 

frequent flyer program. The cost of roundtrip award travel within this zone costs 25,000 miles in 

economy. This price is fixed whether the passenger books a transcontinental trip from New York 

to Los Angeles, or a short hop between Houston to Dallas. One misconception about frequent 

flyer miles is that one frequent flyer mile equals one mile of free flight. This is incorrect. 

Passengers can accrue miles based on the distance flown, and premium cabin passengers can 

accrue two or three times the total distance flown, but award redemption prices in zone based 

redemption programs like United MileagePlus charge a flat rate based on the zone of departure 

and destination. Distance based redemption programs exist as well. British Airways charges 

4,500 miles for a flight less than 650 miles, it charges 7,500 miles for a flight that is equal to or 

greater than 650 miles but less than 1151 miles, etc. Nevertheless, one frequent flyer mile does 

not pay for one mile of flight.  
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By using frequent flyer miles, customers can pay a flat cost to travel to any city within a 

zone, removing the variable aspect of cash airfare where prices can fluctuate. Although frequent 

flier miles can be advantageous to use, they can be difficult to acquire. From the two methods 

below that concern the use of frequent flyer programs, the Avianca Trick-It method focuses on 

the economical and efficient use of miles, while the manufactured spending method focuses on 

cheaply acquiring miles. 

1) Avianca Trick-It 

Avianca is the national airline of Colombia. Although Avianca only operates routes out 

of Latin America, it is a member of Star Alliance, a global airline alliance. Consequently, 

members of the Avianca LifeMiles frequent flyer program enjoy unfettered access to the award 

inventory of most Star Alliance carriers. Reciprocal award access is common for frequent flyer 

programs where the airline is a participating member in a global alliance. The LifeMiles frequent 

flyer program operates on a zone based redemption system, which is a pricing mechanism for 

award travel.
23

 Unlike cash airfare, award travel prices are not sensitive to the specific demand of 

each market on LifeMiles. The price is wholly determined by the “zones” of the departure and 

destination city. Award travel within North America costs 12,500 miles one-way. Whether it’s 

short-haul travel from Chicago to Detroit, or a transcontinental trip from New York to Los 

Angeles, the price is fixed at 12,500 miles. These price structures are especially attractive to 

those who can accrue airline miles cheaply. As long as the cost of acquisition for the miles stay 

below the cost of purchasing a normal airfare, the purchaser comes out ahead in the transaction. 

 Two unique aspects of the LifeMiles frequent flyer program allow the Avianca trick to be 

a viable alternative to purchasing cash airfare. First, LifeMiles periodically offers 100% bonuses 

                                                        
23 Most airlines publish their award chart through their frequent flyer website. The Avianca award chart is 
available at https://www.lifemiles.com/eng/inc/starredawards.aspx.  
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on purchased miles, allowing members to earn miles cheaply as opposed to earning them through 

flights.
24

 Second, the LifeMiles award system miscategorizes many cities in the wrong “zone,” 

allowing heavily discounted travel on long-haul flights, where cash airfare can be prohibitively 

expensive. 

 One such discounted route is award travel from North America to the Sabiha Gökçen 

Airport in Istanbul. Award travel from North America to Istanbul (Europe) should normally cost 

30,000 miles one-way. But since the LifeMiles award booking engine categorizes this airport as 

part of the North America zone, flights from North America to Istanbul cost only 12,500 miles. 

This discount results from a misassignment of the Sabiha Gökçen IATA airport code, “SAW.” 

Airports around the world have a three letter location identifier assigned to them, often 

prominently displayed on baggage tags and boarding passes. These airport codes are assigned by 

the International Air Transport Association (“IATA”).
25

 Airports in the United States have a 

second set of location identifiers issued by the Federal Aviation Authority (“FAA”).
26

 While 

most FAA airport codes are identical to the IATA airport codes, many exceptions exist. The 

most prominent exception is Sawyer International Airport in Michigan, which uses the FAA 

code “SAW” and the IATA code “MQT.” As a mistake, the LifeMiles award engine is loaded 

with FAA airport codes instead of the proper IATA airport codes. Consequently, searching for 

flights to “SAW” airport will prompt a search for flights to Istanbul but price the ticket as an 

award travel to Marquette County, Michigan. 

 Another discounted route due to the mis-installed IATA codes are North American routes 

to Cheongju International Airport in South Korea. This airport carries the IATA code “CJJ,” as 

                                                        
24 Members can purchase up to 75,000 miles at a cost 1.5 cents per mile during the promotion. Members may 
not purchase more than 150,000 miles per calendar year. 
25 IATA Codes, INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION ,  https://www.iata.org/services/pages/codes.aspx. 
26 Location Identifiers, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION: FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION,  
http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/atpubs/lid/lidhme.htm. 
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does Ellen Church Field Airport in Crescoe, Iowa which carries “CJJ” as its FAA location 

identifier. Like the “SAW” route, one-way flights from North America to South Korea can be 

purchased for as little as 12,500 miles. If these miles were purchased during a promotion, this 

award flight would cost $187.50 plus tax.
27

 

 Granted, these routes can be limiting in that these “trick” cities are not the intended 

destination for many passengers. In such cases, passengers engage in throw-away ticketing by 

deplaning at a layover city. This requires careful planning, since the passenger must select those 

routes which incorporate their desired destination as a “layover” in the itinerary. For example, 

incorporating throw-away ticketing to an Avianca “tricked” ticket to Istanbul opens up travel to 

many European destinations. London, Brussels, Frankfurt, Paris, and Amsterdam are some of the 

possible layover cities found in an award search from Chicago to Istanbul.
28

 When a particular 

city does not show as a layover, passengers can still benefit by positioning to a city that offers 

cheap flights to their desired destination. For example, Florence, Italy is a popular European 

destination but does not operate a large airport. Thus, the LifeMiles reservations system will 

rarely connect passengers through Florence on their way from the Chicago to Istanbul. This does 

not mean that passengers cannot take advantage of the LifeMiles trick. Passengers can choose a 

layover city based on how cheaply that layover city sells a one-way ticket to Florence.  

Other discounted routes exist, but for geopolitical reasons. Most airlines categorize Guam 

into the Oceania zone, with Australia and New Zealand. But LifeMiles has understandably 

categorized Guam as part of North America, since Guam is an unincorporated territory of the 

                                                        
27 Miles are sold at 1.5 cents per mile plus tax during LifeMiles promotions. Members decide between award 
travel and revenue travel by using the following equation: (dollars per mile at acquisition) x (number of miles 
needed for award travel) = (cost of award ticket in dollars). If the cost of the award ticket is lower than 
purchasing a revenue fare, the award ticket is a “good deal.” For example, the SAW trick would be calculated 
as follows: ($0.015 + tax) x (12,500) = $187.50 + tax. Since one-way revenue fares to Europe are rarely lower 
than $187.50, this trick route is almost always a good deal.   
28 Based off a Star Alliance award search on United.com. 
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United States. This discounted route can be advantageous to many passengers because North 

American departures to Guam will almost always require a layover in Asia.
29

  

Another such example is travel from Europe to the Caribbean. Martinique is an overseas 

region of France.
30

 It is part of the European Union, the currency is the euro, and its inhabitants 

are French citizens with full political and legal rights.
31

 Because of this, LifeMiles has 

categorized Martinique as part of the Europe zone. Since intra-European travel only costs 12,500 

miles, passengers can fly to the Caribbean cheaply using this route.  

The Avianca LifeMiles program can be an effective tool against airline price 

discrimination. By utilizing trick routing and throw-away ticketing, passengers can use their 

frequent flyer miles to redeem tickets to popular destinations for the same flat redemption price. 

However, the biggest drawback to this strategy is the limited number of available award seats for 

any given flight. Since most seats are specifically reserved for revenue fares only, a passenger 

wishing to use this strategy needs to be flexible with his date of travel or employ a different 

strategy to bring down the cost of airfare.
32

 The next section will explore such a strategy. 

2) Fuel Dumping 

 An airline fare consists of three parts: the base fare, fuel surcharge, and taxes and airport 

fees.
33

 Domestic flights typically do not levy fuel surcharges or airport fees while international 

                                                        
29 Out of 21 Star Alliance operated routes into Guam, 10 depart from Asia, 1 from Honolulu, 1 from Australia, 
and the rest from small regional airports in Micronesia. Of these, Seoul, Tokyo, Osaka, and Honolulu handle 
most transiting passengers from North America.   
30 See The Central Intelligence Agency: World Factbook, https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-
world-factbook. 
31 Id. 
32 GAO, supra at 14. 
33 Know the Fares & Fees, WWW.DELTA.COM, http://www.delta.com/content/www/en_US/traveling-with-
us/planning-a-trip/booking-information/fare-classes-and-tickets/fares-and-discounts.html (last visited April 
25, 2015). 
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fares will almost always add fuel surcharges and airport departure fees.
34

 Purchasers mostly do 

not notice the distinction, since airline booking sites publish their fares by combining the base 

fare and the fuel surcharge.
35

 Contrary to what its name suggests, however, fuel surcharges have 

little connection to the cost of jet fuel.
36

 Rather, airlines impose fuel surcharges as a financial 

maneuver to save money on other aspects of their business.
37

 Corporate discounts to their largest 

customers and commissions to travel agents are always calculated on the base fare only, which 

incentivizes airlines to lower the base fare and raise fuel surcharges instead.
38

 The fuel surcharge 

misnomer does not end there. The concept of a surcharge might imply a temporary measure, 

used only to defray the cost of increased fuel pricing. But since its inception in 2003, airlines 

have shown no sign they will re-incorporate fuel costs back into the fare.
39

 All these factors show 

that fuel surcharges on airfare can be arbitrarily high, while the base fare can be questionably 

low.  

Fares with a low base fare and high fuel surcharge are ideal for applying an online exploit 

called “fuel dumping.” Fuel dumping is the process of lowering a fare’s fuel surcharge by 

confusing online reservation systems into miscalculating the fare.
40

 Airlines determine the fuel 

surcharges to add to base fares by using criteria such as “geographic regions, stopovers, alliances 

with other carriers and the like.”
41

 These decision trees can handle most fuel surcharge 

calculations, but unusual combinations of airlines and cities in the itinerary can slip through the 

                                                        
34 Did the Airlines Actually Eliminate Fuel Surcharges?, The Wall Street Journal (Mar. 4, 2015, 3:02 PM), 
http://www.wsj.com/articles/did-the-airlines-actually-eliminate-fuel-surcharges-1425488470. 
35 Id. 
36 Capelouto, Susanna. “With Oil Prices So Low, What’s That Fuel Surcharge For, Exactly?” National Public 
Radio, Feb. 3, 2015. http://www.npr.org/2015/02/03/383287091/with-oil-prices-so-low-whats-that-fuel-
surcharge-for-exactly (accessed April 25, 2015) 
37 Id. 
38 Around The World In Cheaper Ways, THE ECONOMIST BLOG (Nov. 19, 2013, 8:08 PM), 

http://www.economist.com/blogs/gulliver/2013/11/fuel-dumping. 
39 Id. 
40 Id. 
41 Id. 
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cracks, leaving reservation systems to display the incorrect fuel surcharge. Many third-party 

online reservation systems simply reject such itineraries. Other third-party reservation systems, 

however, put them up for sale with the incorrect fuel surcharge. 

A classic example of this glitch follows an itinerary structure called a “third strike” or 

3X. This itinerary includes a standard round-trip followed by a cheap one-way fare elsewhere in 

the world. The round-trip fare, priced alone, would ideally have a low base fare and a high fuel 

surcharge. This fare is called the “candidate fare” and consists of flights the passenger will 

actually fly. The cheap one-way fare that follows is the 3X, which confuses the reservation 

system into lowering the fuel surcharge on the candidate fare. When the candidate fare and the 

3X are booked together, the reservation system will miscalculates the fare, resulting in a cheap 

ticket.  

Naturally, demand is high for 3X flights in communities like FlyerTalk and MilePoint. 

But veteran fuel dumpers are wary of eager novices trying to learn the game, since airlines can 

easily fix the glitch once the 3X becomes too highly publicized. This is exactly what happened in 

one case in 2010, when Airfarewatchdog.com, a site that publishes cheap fares, revealed to their 

readers that a round-trip flight from Newark to Madrid can be reduced from $608 to $455 by 

adding a flight from Miami to the Bahamas.
42

 Ticket purchases for that segment skyrocketed, 

and United Airlines quickly fixed the glitch.
43

 That 3X route has not worked since that day.  

Since then, online communities have fiercely guarded these 3X routes out of fear that 

airlines may fixed them. Forum members not refer to most 3X routes in code: flights between the 

Hawaiian islands was dubbed the “Pineapple Poke”; cities are named after their popular cuisine 

or their major landmarks, and airlines are named after the country of operations or a description 

                                                        
42 Id. 
43 Id. 
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of their logo.
44

 The fuel dumping thread does not follow the usual mode of operations on 

discussion forums because publication of the sensitive information will put the deal itself in 

jeopardy. Rather, the “wiki guide” in the fuel dumping discussion warns new readers to refrain 

from calling airlines, be aware of the dense content and code-parlance, and to follow certain 

codes of conduct when it comes to asking for help from other users.
45

 

Fuel dumping can be an effective method to reduce airfare drastically. But this method is 

impractical for most passengers who will not have the time to research suitable 3X for their 

airfare. Instead, most frequent flyers will be better off spending their time earning airline miles in 

a wide variety of frequent flyer programs. By holding memberships in multiple programs, 

passengers can book award travel for most of their travel needs by minimizing blackout dates 

and award seat availability issues. The next section explores how some frequent flyers acquire 

high airlines mileage balance without buying a single revenue fare.  

3) Manufactured Spending 

Manufactured spending is the process of purchasing cash equivalent goods with an 

airline-mileage earning credit card then paying the credit card bill with that purchased product. 

This process is often described as “buying money with money,” or “the arbitrage of money.” 

There are many different methods for accomplishing this process, and many aviation and finance 

forums are teeming with discussions surrounding strategies, techniques, and the ethics of its 

use.
46

 

While many methods exist, manufactured spending can be best explained through an old 

method called “the Mint” which no longer works. In late 2005, Congress enacted the Presidential 

                                                        
44 Id. 
45 Id. 
46 Miles for Nothing: How the Government Helped Frequent Flyers Make a Mint, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL 

(Dec. 7, 2009, 11:59 PM), http://www.economist.com/blogs/gulliver/2013/11/fuel-dumping. 
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$1 Coin Program in an effort to encourage the circulation of the $1 coin.
47

 Its rationale was that 

since $1 coins were cheaper to make and maintain than $1 bills, the increased circulation life of 

the $1 coins could save the government money.
48

 To promote the use of these new coins, the 

United States Mint launched a program to sell the coins to the public at face value.
49

 Shipping 

was free and the coins were available for purchase with a credit card. The travel community 

quickly realized that it could purchase these coins with their mileage earning credit card, deposit 

the coins in the bank, and use the balance to pay credit card bills. The United States Mint 

eventually shut the program down in 2011, but not before many people earned millions of airline 

miles.
50

 

 Another popular method for manufacturing spend on a credit card was through a money-

sending service called Amazon Payments.
51

 The service allowed people to send money to friends 

and family. By teaming up with a friend, a person could “lend” money to his friend over Amazon 

Payments, funding the payment with his mileage earning credit card. The friend would then “pay 

back” the money by funding the return payment with his own credit card.
52

 The same techniques 

were applied to similar money-sending services such as Venmo, Google Wallet, and Snapchat. 

Most of these services have since discontinued the service or have added a transaction fee for 

credit card transactions. 

                                                        
47 How Frequent Fliers Exploit A Government Program To Get Free Trips, NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO (July 13, 2011), 
http://www.npr.org/blogs/money/2011/07/13/137795995/how-frequent-fliers-exploit-a-government-
program-to-get-free-trips. 
48 $1 coins: Unwanted, unloved and out of currency, CNN (Nov. 30, 2013, 9:37 AM), 
http://www.cnn.com/2013/11/28/us/one-dollar-coins. 
49 Id. 
50 Id. 
51 How One Man Earned 4 Million Airline Miles by Buying Dollar Coins, DAILY FINANCE (Mar. 1, 2013, 5:54 PM), 

http://www.dailyfinance.com/2013/02/28/credit-card-reward-points-airline-miles-free. 
52 Discussion forums tout more ambitious strategies where siblings, parents, and close family friends created 

eight-person daisy chains where each person sent and received money from different people so as to not draw 

suspicion from Amazon. 
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 Currently, the most popular manufactured spending technique involves purchasing Visa 

or MasterCard gift cards from grocery stores, pharmacies, and office supply stores. These gift 

cards are pin-enabled, allowing them to be used like a bank-issued debit card.
53

 After purchasing 

the gift cards, people liquidate the gift cards by purchasing money orders for the value of the gift 

card, and depositing the money orders into their bank account. Like the Mint, the deposited cash 

goes toward paying off the credit card bill. The process is similar to the Mint, but instead of 

purchasing dollar coins, people purchase a gift cards that must be converted into money orders 

before they can be deposited into the bank. Some techniques involve paying credit card bills 

directly through a “billpay service” using the pin-enabled gift cards. 

 Manufacturing charges to a credit card can be lucrative for those with the time to visit 

various stores to complete each step. Charging millions of dollars to credit cards and thereby 

earning millions of airline miles or points is not uncommon for many in these discussion forums.  

The Empire Strikes Back 

1. United Airlines’ Suit and its Contract of Carriage 

 Airlines have an express policy against hidden-city and throw-away ticketing.
54

 United 

Airlines (“United”) brought suit against Skiplagged, arguing that Skiplagged intentionally 

interfered with United’s contract with its customers by inducing passengers to engage in hidden-

city ticketing, which is prohibited by United’s contract of carriage:  

                                                        
53 See Serve - Another Paypal/Amazon payments (2015), WWW.FLYERTALK.COM (Dec. 31, 2015 5:53 PM), 
http://www.flyertalk.com/forum/manufactured-spending/1644834-serve-another-paypal-amazon-
payments-2015-a.html (last visited April 25, 2015); Visa GC/ Walmart, WWW.FLYERTALK.COM (Nov. 10, 2013 
9:44 AM), http://www.flyertalk.com/forum/manufactured-spending/1520316-visa-gc-walmart.html (last 
visited April 25, 2015); Billpay at Walmart, WWW.FLYERTALK.COM, (May 31, 2013 12:04 AM), 
http://www.flyertalk.com/forum/manufactured-spending/1471728-billpay-walmart.html (last visited April 
25, 2015).  
54 Why airlines hate hidden-city ticketing (and maybe you should too), USA TODAY (Jan. 6, 2015 7:41 AM), 
http://www.usatoday.com/story/travel/columnist/hobica/2015/01/06/skiplagged-hidden-city-
ticketing/21290655. 
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Tickets may not be purchased and used at fare(s) from an initial departure point 

on the Ticket … to a more distant point(s) than the Passenger’s actual destination 

being traveled even when the purchase and use of such Tickets would produce a 

lower fare. This practice is known as “Hidden Cities Ticketing” or “Point Beyond 

Ticketing” and is prohibited by United Airlines.
55

 

United argues in its complaint that passengers who take advantage of hidden-city 

opportunities prohibitively disrupt their operations.
56

 Flights could be delayed while waiting on 

passengers who do not intend to show, and delayed flights early in the day would delay 

subsequent flights serviced by the same aircraft. Further, United argues that seats that go empty 

as a result of hidden-city ticketing results in lost revenue for the airline, as that seat could have 

been sold to another passenger.
57

 United further claims that the loss of revenue could run deeper, 

arguing that passengers who consistently take advantage of hidden-city ticketing would 

discourage normal passengers from making future travel plans with United.
58

 Because hidden-

city ticketing artificially “fills up” available seats, United claims that passengers would view 

United flights as being consistently full, and look elsewhere to meet their transportation needs.
59

 

 Lastly, United argues that it would face an unfair disadvantage in the marketplace if 

passengers exploited their fares through hidden-city ticketing.
60

 They claim that significant 

amount of time and labor goes into calculating their fares and scheduling data.
61

 By 

                                                        
55 United Airlines Contract of Carriage, (updated Apr. 24, 2015), available at 
http://www.united.com/web/format/pdf/Contract_of_Carriage.pdf. 
56 Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial at 9, United Airlines, Inc et al v. Zaman, No. 1:14-cv-09214 (N.D. Ill. 
Nov. 17, 2014). 
57 Id. at 10. 
58 Id. 
59 Id. 
60 Id. at 33. 
61 Id. 
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circumventing the delicate pricing discrimination model that United has implemented, hidden-

city ticketing would unravel United’s efforts to maximize profits.
62

  

 The public should not be surprised that airlines discourage hidden-city ticketing. Hidden-

city opportunities are a distinct weakness in the hub-and-spoke model, since it results in peculiar 

pricing disparity between different markets.
63

 Airlines discourage these practices by confiscating 

award miles and expelling violators from their frequent flyer program.
64

 Travel agents who 

frequently book itineraries that engage in hidden-city travel face potential liability for the 

difference in the fare.
65

 

 2. Should United’s Claim Prevail? 

United’s tortious interference claim probably will not prevail. To prevail on a claim based 

on intentional interference with contract, United must show: 1) the existence of a valid and 

enforceable contract between United and another; 2) Skiplagged’s awareness of this contractual 

relation; (3) Skiplagged’s intentional and unjustified inducement of a breach of the contract; (4) a 

subsequent breach by the other, caused by Skiplagged’s wrongful conduct; and (5) damages.
66

  

First, Skiplagged’s conduct of providing fare information occurs prior to any formation 

of a contract between United and its customers. Second, since Skiplagged cannot sell or 

otherwise broker a sale between United and a prospective customer, Skiplagged cannot know of 

any contractual relationship between United and its customers. Third, Skiplagged provides 

information on how to save money on airfare, but does not support or encourage entering into a 

contract with airlines to breach that contract. In fact, visitors of the website cannot purchase any 

                                                        
62 Id. 
63 GAO supra, at 27. 
64 See Hidden City / Point Beyond Ticketing / "missing or skipping segments" (consolidated), 
WWW.FLYERTALK.COM (Oct. 22, 2003 3:17 AM), http://www.flyertalk.com/forum/american-airlines-
aadvantage-pre-consolidation/161519-hidden-city-point-beyond-ticketing-missing-skipping-segments-
consolidated.html (last visited April 25, 2015). 
65 GAO, at 27. 
66 See Voelker v. Porsche Cars North America, Inc., 353 F.3d 516 (7th Cir.2003) at 35. 
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of the listed fares on Skiplagged. Fourth, United cannot show that Skiplagged caused a customer 

to engage in hidden-city ticketing by showing a list of fares on its website. And last, United 

could show that it suffered damages as a result of hidden-city ticketing, but cannot show that 

Skiplagged induced such a result. 

Skiplagged cannot interfere with a contract between United and one of its customers. 

Skiplagged shows cheap airfares. An existing contract between United and a customer implies 

that a ticket is already purchased, making Skiplagged’s website of little interest to the customer. 

Skiplagged could show customers with layovers that a hidden-city opportunity is possible, but 

this information would serve little use to the customer. Customers who fly have clear travel 

objectives. They would not disembark in a layover city simply because the cost of a direct flight 

to that layover city is higher than the cost to their final destination city. To most, if not all 

passengers, the layover city merely serves as a transfer point to their intended destination.  

Skiplagged does not know of any contract between United and its customers. Skiplagged 

lists cheap airfares between two city pairs but does not book tickets or receive payments from 

customers of any airline. To those customers who are already in a contract with an airline, 

Skiplagged could not provide any meaningful information to them. Skiplagged provides 

information for prospective customers who are looking to purchase a ticket. A customer who 

already has a ticket would not benefit from this information. 

Skiplagged does not induce any behavior; it only provides information. Skiplagged shows 

the cheapest fares between two city pairs. These fares may involve a direct flight, a flight with 

layovers, or hidden-city flights. Hidden-city fares do not guarantee a cheap ticket, nor are they 

favored on the website or prioritized by the search engine. A flight search on Skiplagged will 
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always return the cheapest possible ticket, and oftentimes the desirable fares will not involve 

taking advantage of any hidden-city opportunities. 

Skiplagged shares “tips” on how to successfully take advantage of a hidden-city 

opportunity. Skiplagged warns prospective customers to avoid checking in bags and to be aware 

of potential rerouting during times of irregular operations. United would argue that this 

information induces customers to violate their contract of carriage by teaching customers how to 

successfully breach their contract. However, this is not a tortious interference of a contract. 

These “tips” for hidden-city flying are not part of the booking process at all. Prospective 

customers cannot book tickets on Skiplagged. Further, prospective customers who are searching 

for flights have no contract with an airline because they have not yet purchased a ticket.  

If Skiplagged violated the first four elements of interference of a contract, damages would be 

easy to show. United can show that its operations were disrupted and delayed as a result of a no-

show passenger. United can also show a loss of revenue due to the fare difference between 

flights to the customer’s intended final destination and the destination promised on the contract. 

Nevertheless, these damages are meaningless if United cannot show that Skiplagged induced the 

behavior that brought about United’s alleged injury. 

Is circumventing airline price discrimination worth the opportunity cost? 

 Each trick and technique described above can be rewarding in one way, but costly in 

other ways. Hidden-city ticketing can be rewarding in the short-term since it saves money, but 

only for casual travelers who are not interested in participating in a frequent flyer program. More 

frequent travelers may find that hidden-city ticketing can be costly in the long run since an 

unsatisfactory relationship with an airline can mean forfeiting a membership in a potentially 

rewarding frequent flyer program. Avianca routing tricks can be especially rewarding for 
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discounted trips abroad, but one must exchange cash, a legal financial instrument, in return for 

pseudo-currency that has no protection from devaluations or guarantees of future fungibility. 

Fuel dumping has all the benefits of hidden-city ticketing and trick routings without any of its 

drawbacks. But its practitioners are cursed with spending days and weeks looking for a viable 3X 

route. Manufactured spending promises riches, but requires keeping track of large sums of cash 

equivalent goods, draws suspicion and ire from banks, and foregoing time that can be invested in 

generating real wealth. The forums are rife with cautionary tales of financially undisciplined 

novices that make frivolous purchases with their credit card, driving themselves into credit card 

debt.
67

 Poor financial decisions with credit cards can easily lead to high interest charges and fees, 

both of which negates any gain derived in the form of miles. Manufactured spending can 

certainly be rewarding, and the discussions online tend to treat the entire process like it is a 

hobby, but the community argues that its practice should be reserved only for those with sound 

financial backgrounds. Banks require an income and a positive credit history before they extend 

credit to customers. While Avianca tricks and fuel dumping require expertise on purchasing 

airfare in a roundabout way, manufactured spending requires a higher entrance fee in that the 

players of the “game” must tirelessly maintain bookkeeping, have a good financial background, 

and exercise self-control over their buying power.  

 Another negative consideration is that while these methods can potentially defeat price 

discrimination, if these practices become ubiquitous, airlines must make up their loss in profits in 

other ways. This can mean higher fares, loss of service to smaller communities, and less flights 

to popular destinations. 

 Nevertheless, these methods offer consoling alternatives in an industry where buyers 

have no real bargaining power. For the dedicated few that are willing to stay ahead of the curve 
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by investing their time and money, the rewards could mean years of free travel. They may not all 

present themselves in an easily understandable interface like Skiplagged, but with some effort, 

booking flights could become a profitable game. 

 

 


